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WHAT WILL BE COVERED IN THIS SESSION?

• Finding and logging in to the Research Learning Library
• Find your required training
• Find records of verified past training
• Storing and retrieving personal training information
• Research Team Administrator status
• Submitting comments and suggestions
• Live help and answers to your questions
Human Research: Required Training

Started May 24, 2021

If you are new to research at UT Health SA or have been asked to complete required training for human subjects research you will find the information you need here.

Topics include:

- Human subjects protection training (CITI Program)
- Good Clinical Practice
- Conflict of Interest
- Shipping Biological Materials and Dry Ice
### Short training modules
- Investigator responsibilities
- UPIRSOs and noncompliance
- Consenting participants
- Regulations for the protection of special research populations (children, prisoners)
- Drug and device storage
- IRB determinations & IRB member education

### Templates and help sheets
- Regulatory binder templates
- SOP templates
- Study management self-assessment tools
- Guidelines and checklists for consent process
- Template for documenting research consent in the medical record
- Decision guides for prompt reporting
- Advertising templates & recruitment ideas

### External educational & networking opportunities
- Professional associations and certifications
- Sites with CE opportunities
- Regulatory policies and guidelines (OHRP, FDA, ICH, etc.)
- News and articles relevant to human research
Do you have something to contribute?

- Suggestions for training topics
  - What did you not understand when you were new to research?
  - What do you need extra help with now?
  - What do you need quick reminders for?
- Tools or forms you use and would like to share
- Resources you find helpful
- Would you be willing to test and provide feedback on new material?

Let us know! Kilpadi@uthscsa.edu
Questions about research & regulations? Our experts are here for you.
Office of Clinical Research
210-567-8250
OCRmail@uthscsa.edu